
INTRODUCTION

This infonnation ,would,.beof no int~rest"to ,us today
except for the fact that whenhe died, Fermat was one of the most
famous,mathemat,icians :in Europe. His ()utstanding contribllt.ionswer~,
in manyfields of ma~hematics, including optics, the' theory of
tangents, quadrature, maximaand m~ima, the beginnings of analytic
geometry, and, most importantly as far as the famous theorem that,
bears his name is concerned,m.nnber theory. "

Pierre de Fermat (1601 - 1665) was born at Beaumont-de-
Lomagne.in France and was the son of a leather merchaflt, Dominique~'>'
Fennat, the second consul of BeaUmont. His early education was.at~ '- " . -," , , ..,' '. " ," .

" home, and later he went to Toulouse to study for his eventual
injthe magistry.

Fermat believed that the theory of numbershad been
neglected. He complained that hardly anyone understood aritlnnetical
questions andbelieved that number theory < had been too closely
allied to geometry (see [4J, page 274). In making good these
deficiencies, Fermat showedhis brilliance and becamethe"greatest
numbertheorist since Diophantus.

The object of this essay is to trace
of ,his conjectures, the nowfamous "Fermats Last Theoremi'.' This
'theorem' has had a long and chequered career, with manypeople
either claiming to have a proof, or working towards a proof, as the
following pages will show.
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In 1670, five years after the death of Pierre de Fennat, a

new edition of C. G. Bachet's (1581 - 1638) edition of Diophantus'

Aritlnnetica was published. This book was the first step taken by
(' ii

Fennat's son Samuel in having his famous father's mathematical discoveries,

commentaries and correspondences put in publishable form.

work, and no doubt feared that he would be forgotten and much valuable

The reason for publishing the new edition of Diophantus'was
• ',-: ;,- ,'.: .• - -,', ,_,--.,- I:",,'.

that it included Fermat's marginal nott:s a,san appendix. '
, ,

of the 48 "Observations on Diophantus" was written in the margin next

to problem 8 in Book II, which, was "to divide a given square number

into two squares," to which 'Fennat added the comment;

of the same degree; of this I have discovered a very wonderful
.:~."

demonstration (demonstrationen mirabile~ sane detexi).

too narrow to contain it." (see [8J, page 27) This statement,

ori'ginally written nearly thirty years before Fermat's death is now known

as FERMAT'S LAST TIIEOREM.

Its fame is probably due to the fact that it is one of the

very few unsolved problems in mathematics that can be understood by

anyone with an elementary knowledge of mathematics. Additionally, ,

although it is generally accepted that the Last Theorem is of "but

slight interest today, its importance in the development of arithmetic

,
!
I.
!,

and modern algebra has been very great". (see [2J p.1S7).
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The reason for the name Fennat's Last Theorem

abreviated to FLT) is unclear. 'One possible'explanation is that

of the many unproved theorems that Fermat stated, this is the last one

that remains unproved(see [3], p.2) ,It ,should also be noted that.<).~

Fennat may not have been the first person to consider the.proposition.
. '. . ::: ". -

As early as 970, the work of Abu,Dschafar MUharned IbnA11usain ~mplies. , - .

that the Arab mathematician, Alhogenditriedunsuccessfu11y to prove;;1t"i"

the case for n=, 3., (see [9], page 278) • ,Thus ,it is probable ,that

other mathematicians prior to Fennat had reached his conclusion, but·,
. . . ,-

his name is associated with it because he claimed to have a proof.

It is, of course, assumed that Ferrnatmeant, in stating

his theorem, that there are no rational numbersx,'y, z such that

xn + yn = zn(n> 2.) ~ . This follows because Diophantus deqlt ~xclusively
-, ,""""':. - ", -, "

with rational numbers, and if irrationals were perrnitted~he

solution of z = n;xn + yn, would follow. Further ,we ,Can restrict the

discussion to whole number or integer solutions; since if d is the

lowest common denominator of x, y and z then we would have

(xd)n + (yd)n ='(xn + yn)dn

Additionally, we can also assume that we are d~aling with positive numbers,

as Diophantus and Fermat both dealt with positive numbers, and negative

numbers and zero were still viewed with suspicion even in Fermat's time.

Hence, we can state FLT as claiming that if n is an integer

greater than 2, then it is impossible to find positive whole numbers

h h n n nx, y and z suc t at x + y = z •

Although-Fermat did not give the general solution of his
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f Assumex + y ,= z, where no two of x,!,

j a commondivisor greater than 1.~,
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theorem, he did prove the case of n = 4and this was includ~d bySarnuel

in the posthumously published works as part

.Diophantus.

The following

the sameas that of Fennat, it does use the method of infinite descent,

an invention of Fennat ...

that the assumption that a given positive integer has a set of properties

implies that there is a smaller positive integer with ~he sameset:~f '

properties. Then no positive integer "can-have this set.of properties".

(see [3J, p.9).

write 2 = 2pqx
2 2 2Y = P - q
2 2 2z ;::P + q

H 2 2 d 2 f 0 0 0 Py ha 0 1ence, x , y an z orm a pnml tlve . t. gorean trlp e

where p'and q 'are relatively prime, of opposite parity and P)q> o.

The second equation can be written as

2 22 kO d 0 °to Pytt- 'Y + q ~p, ma lng y, q an p a pnml lve ltigoreanh

(fff~~~)triple. So p is odd and q must be even.

Hence, q = 2.ab
2 _ b2Y = a
2 + b2

P = a

where a and b are relatively prime, of opposite parity and a> b > o.

Thus, x2 = 2pq = 4ab(a 2 + b2)

ab(a 2 + b2
). is a square.Hence,

,j • I, ; •• _./4._ ..
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be squares.

If ab is a square,

a =X2 and b =y2

a square, the above fact suffices for us to apply the method of infinite

descent.
<,

" '.

In other words, starting with.x andysuch;that .

4 4. h f d . f'"x + Y lS a~square, .we ave oun a new palr._oposltnre:rntegers
, -

X and Y such that X4 + y4 'is a square, coupled with tl1e

X4 + y4 = a2 + b2 = P < p2 ,+ q2 = z2< Z4 = x 4 + Y4

So we have an infinite descending

is impossible. Hence our assumption is

n = 4.

From this proof it follows that FLT is true for all

exponents n that are divisible by 4. Further, we can show that once
. :; ,:,':;

FLT has been proved in the case n = 4 the proof of the general case' '

reduces to the proof of the case in which n '> ,. is prime •.

A1though the case n = 3 was not proved completely for,

nearly one hundred years, in his correspondence to Carcavi, Fennat
• ~.' 1,' , . .,

counted the impossibility of solving x3 + y3 = z3 among the theorems

proved by infinite descent. It has been suggested (see [5], p.34S) ~, ..

that he may have believed that this method of infinite descent would

work for all cases. However, just as his prime number conjecture
, 2n

(numbers of the form' 2 + 1) breaks down ·forn = 5, so too the proof

by infinite d~scent of FLT makes a significant jump in difficulty;or
,',,
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n ~ 5 and .fails altogether for n ,'~ 23.

LennhardEuler (1707 - 1783) provided the next step in the history of
, . ~-, . . ., ~-.

FLT. It is generally understood that Euler provided an incomplete :,,'

proof for the case n= 3 which was subsequently completed by others'

(see [6], p. 510)• Admittedly, his proof which'appeared in his

Algebra (1770), contained a basic fallacy which he apparently did not

recognize. However, his elegant P!oof 'can"be corrected by bringing '"

in argumentswhich Euler used to prove other propositions of Fennat ,,'

(see [3J, p.40). Additionally, it should be noted that Euler used

Fermat's method of infinite descent in his

mentioned in a letter to Goldbachin 1753.

Although progress in numbertheory was enormous

next ninety or so years (due in large mec;sureto Lagrange, Gauss and,

Legendre), there was not muchprogress towards a general proof of FLT.
, '

However, this does not mean that there was no interest in

FLT. In 1816 the Paris Academyproposed that the proof (or disproof)
\

of FLTwas its prize problem for the period1816~.18.

Oneperson whodid play a part in the development of the"

theoremat this time was Sophie Gennain (1776 - 1831).' She is one pf

the very few womenwhohave been able to 'make their presence felt'

in the world of higher mathematics. Part of her,' strategy in overc()Illing

the prejudice against womenwas to correspond with Gaussunder the,

masculine pseudonymof Mr. Leblanc. Fortunately, Gauss' reaction

_.'
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upon discovering of her true identity was one of ~~light and admiration,

and the good relations that she d~veloped with both Gauss and Legendre

meant that her discoveries did not go unnoticed 9r unrecognized.

Her work on FLT led her to split thepro1Jlem intq two parts,

which are now known as Case I and Case

that in which none of the three numbers x, y, z is divisible by n
,

and Case II is that in which one and only one of the three numbers is

divisible byn (note that we cannot.haye twbofthe numbers divisible

Let n be an odd prime.

properties that

by n because then the third number becomes divisible by n).

Sophie Gennain'sTheorem, states (see [3] , page 64) ;

If there is

(1) xn + yn + zn = 0 mod p implies x =0

and

(2) xn = n mod p is impossible,

then Case I of fLT is true for n:

Case I of FLTwas then shown to be true for all primes less

than 100 by Sophie Genna:in,and Legendre extendedthisresult to .allodd

primes less than 197 as well as others. Thus it became clear that the

more difficult part seemed to be Case II as the above was found before

FLT was proved for the case n = S.

In 1825, the case n = 5 was solved by the combined powers --,
of the Gennan mathematician Dirichlet and Legendre. Of interest in this

sharing of credit is the fact that Dirichlet was only 20 at the time,

while Legendre was pas~ 70,. providing a contradiction to the usual··'

contention that mathematics is the domain of younger men.
,

. - f
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.'The next cases to follow·were n=. 14,

1832, and the difficult case of n = 7, proved by Lame in 1839. ~"c' Up ,until'".. . "-

this time, it had been the hope t~t by finding proof forspecific cases, ..

the general case would eventually emerge. .,Unf()rtunately, the kinds of,

arguments that had to be used began to get so involved, and seemed so

,tied to each specific case, especially with n'= 7, that the problem
• . • . 1

looked worse, rather than better.

any significant progress.

This revolutionary change came ':in the monumental year of"

1847, which revealed the brilliance of Ernst Eduard .KtmlIIler(1810-1893).',

Early in the year, FLT had come under considerable discussion in the

Paris Academy, with Cauchy and Lame in particular'believing;that: they

were close to proving it.~',.
n n,

They hoped to beable,todecomposexi" ~ Y.:;, ,

completely into n linear factors using complex numbers and then apply

the method of infinite descent.· Their enthusiasm was not shared by all

the members of the Academy and Liouville, :in particular cast doubts on,

the proposed proof.

The.major weakness of the 'proof' was that it presumed unique

factorization of certain types of complex numbers •., 'The f~ct that this

presumption was invalid was pointed out by Liouville to the Academy when

he read a letter from Kummer, which included material written 3 years.
\

earlier, proving that unique factorization fails in the complex case.

In his earlier considerations, KtmlIIlerhad been looking at algebraic

numbers, which are formed by the roots of an equation with rational,

coefficients. Primes in algebraic numbers are defined as in common

arithmetic, but the'self-evident' theorem that every integer in every

algebraic number field can be built up in essentially one way only by

--..,.

, . " ..•/8.
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rnultiplying primes is false.,· This seemed to be a rather chaotic

situation, and it needed a mathematician of the first rank to restore

order (see [6], page 512).

This restoration of order was provided by .the brilliance

of Kummer, who restored unique factorisation by the introduction ofa

new species of what he called \'idealnumbers". This creation led to

Kummer's monumental proof of FLT for a large class of prime number
- :',

exponents which are now known as regular primes. Specifically,

Kummer's theorem states: Let p be an bddprime., A sufficient
-' ....

condition for Fermat's Last Theorem to be true for the exponent p

is that p not divide the numerators of the Bernoulli numbers B2,

B4, ..•..• , Bp-3 (see [3]; page V) • Possibly moved by the great

progress that was made with FLT by Kummer, the Paris Academyin 1849

endowed a gold medal valued at 3000 franos for a complete solution~

No paper met the conditions, even on extension of.the terminal date,

and so the medal was presented to Kummer (see [~], page 278).;

The/regular primes, p that Kummer's proof deals with may·
, .'

be characterised by the condition that p does not divide the

Bernoulli number, B2k, for 2k = 2;4, ••.. , p-3.

The Bernoulli numbers are defined by the power series expansion

x n
Bn x-,-n.=

n = 0

The importance of Kumrners proof is that it applies to all regular _I'
primes, and thus this large class of primes does not have to be

considered in any attempt at a general proof.

. .. /9.



I~ Darnstadt offered a prize of 1 000 000 marks for, a proof, which nmst~ '-,

~-.

"'c·'.' --,-,
'C', •

(see [8J, page 278).

Unfortunately, it has not yet been established how many>.

regular primes there are, although it is suspected,that.thereare
" . . ,

infinitely many of .them. '•However,

infinitely many irregular primes.

By be:ing able to ignore the re&lllarp:rim~~

Ktnmner's result) and concentrate on the irregular primes,

recently been established CWagstaff, 1976).
prime exponent less than 125 000 (see [7], page 230).

Although Kummer's contribution to FLT hasprobably been
,; .'- .;. .-',. ',' .. '-.. '. ,;

the most significant step made towards its proof, this ,does not mean

that there has not been much interest in the theorem since ,his time~

So great has been the interest, that in 1908, Dr. Paul Wolfskehl of

be published and accepted by the Academy·of Sciences in Gottingen

Naturally, a flood of amateur solutions was

submitted until post-world war I :inflation devalued the prize.

However, the economic recovery of Germany has meant that the prize

has now risen back up to the equivalent of about 4 000 Arn~rican dollars.

Notwithstanding the fact that no general solution to FLT,

has been found, many interesting results concerning the theorem have '.

been found since the time of Kummer. One rather fascinating result

was proved in 1933 by H. Kapferrer, to the effect that the existence

f 1· f th . 3 2 33 22n-2 2n. t' 1·o a so utl0n 0 e equatlon z - y =. .X 1ll ra 10na
.........

integers x, y, z, any two of which have no common factor> I, is

equivalent to the existence of a solution of Fermat's equation'

, .,"

" {

,-~~:~~:,-",::c"'::!~~~~~~io,h+.i~~,~~~~~~£~~£'~~~ij,
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n
U

n- v n=w (see [6J, page 510).

The first case of FLT ,has been extended far beyond the proof

for primes less than 125 000 by Brillhart, Tonascia and Weinberger (1971)

satisfy FLT.' In fact, the first case has been found to hold for the·

who have extended this case

93 x 10 • Their result was

this century by Wieferich ..(1909), Mirimanoff

and Vandiver (1914).

However, primes

largest prime known today, this being the Mersemle number.~ = 2q- ,

where q= 19937.
, ,

Following the discovery ofitsprirnal~ty, the pr<?of

that the first case holds for it followed from the .earlier.work of .

Wieferich, mentioned above (see [7J, page 234) •.

Naturally, throughout the centuries

his famous 'theorem', many people have searched fora counter-example
, ,

that would prove the theorem wrong. No one has yet corne up with one,

and some very interesting work has been done-to establish how large the

numhers in such a counter-example would need to be. .For example,

in 1856, GrUnert showed that if xn + .yn = zn,: where o <:x< y < z,

then x> n • This very effectively shows that it is no use to try to

find a counter example with small numbers, for if n = 101, the numbers

in the counter example would be at least 102101•

Although such a number is large, it is small in comparison

with recently found lower bounds for a counter example. In 1953, Inkeri

proved that if the first case fails for the exponent p, where x, y, z



/
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are integers, 0< x < y < z,

then
(2p3+ y) P

X > log(3p

and, for the general case,

3p-4 (see.x > ~ p

Using the figure of l2S000'frorn Wagstaff's

substitute this for p in the formula for the general case, and we get

that x must be greater than a number with 3 billion digits.

is not already large enough~ when we substitute the figure 3 x 109

from Brillhart, Tonasci and Weinberger's

and this number has more than 80 billion digits!

Thus it is not surprising that serious mathematicians

are concentrating on proving the theorem, not disproving: it!

In conclusion, we can see that three centuries of

mathematical endeavour has failed to prove FLT. However, the searCh

has by no means been :in vain, for it has been instrumental in the

development of number theory and has led to many other discoveries

this field. Additionally, although many would conclude that Fermat
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